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Abstract
This paper presents an adult visual narrative stimulus (tactile visual library) that supports the
reduction of physical distance between the user-centred design practitioner (maker of the
visual narrative artefact) and the user narrative. Two user experience storytelling sessions
were conducted involving adult participants, within a community centre in the United
Kingdom, who identified themselves as community centre workers or community centre
users. A tactile visual library was used to support the production of current experience comic
strips, a previously developed instrument that prompts adult visual narrative production. This
paper discusses the design philosophy and role of the tactile visual library and presents the
method developed to rigorously analyse, verify and display adult user narratives.
Keywords: tactile visual library, current experience comic strips, participatory design and
actual physical distance.

1

Introduction

As humans we are hardwired to listen to and learn from narratives. As a result user-centred
design (UCD) practitioners often use narratives in the development of experiences because it
offers an alternative means of understanding users and or products under development. In this
context, narratives allow for complex ideas to be represented simply and to a variety of
people, which results in a greater communication of meaning. Our initial research [1]
identified that visual narratives, specifically current experience comic strips (CECS), are a
relatable visual form that enables user communities to share and empathize with others [34].
However CECS production follows a traditional UCD process, placing visual artefact
production on the side of the UCD practitioner, thus creating actual physical distance between
the storyteller and the UCD practitioner. To better support narrative production within a
community, CECS production must be placed into the hands of the user (storyteller) thus
ensuring that the depicted user and the situation are relatable. To do this, a participatory
design approach [2] that considers visual and tactile methods was developed. This approach
promotes communication between UCD practitioners and users using visual narrative stimuli
(tactile visual library).

2

Background

2.1 Visual thinking
Visual thinking (or non-verbal thought) is often described as seeing the world in a series of
icons, symbols or pictures, and 60% of humans view the world in this way [3, 9]. Evidence of
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visual thinking, in the form of engravings and drawings, was first discovered in 1994 in the
Chauvet Cave, where elaborate cave art, created 35,000 years ago, depicted large wild
animals [4]. Far from being primitive, the visual narratives were proficiently produced. In the
15th Century, Aztecs created the ‘Stone of the Sun’ where imagery of water and animals refer
to the role of the Sun within Aztec belief and religion [5, 6]. Such examples from our past
demonstrate that visual thinking is not a new concept but is hardwired into the fabric of being
human. More recently (within the last few decades) visual thinking has been looked at within
humanities education, specifically childhood expression and learning through the use of
sketching and doodling within picture storybooks [6]. This expression allows the user to
explore thoughts through abstract representations of beliefs, experiences, ideas and idea
structures. For example adult visual thinkers, specifically those in the field of architecture, use
sketches to translate ideas from designer to client [7, 37]. Such sketching can also be seen
within UCD where practitioners explore system end-users using wireframes and storyboards
etc. to express end-users to developers [11]. Thus visual thinking is often viewed as a
valuable skill to obtain as it can offer cognitive power, performance and pleasure [7, 8, 9, 10].
2.1.1 Visual language
When faced with something new, humans will often look for something familiar [39]. Though
there are instances where familiarity is not possible, we look for inspiration in the world we
create [7]. For visual thinkers, such as UCD practitioners, this world contains metaphors
(pictures) that are regularly called upon to understand and or express new experiences [7, 10,
11, 12, 14]. A visual language (library) is often developed that allows the visual thinker to
visualize anything with minimal practice or experience. This language consists of twelve
visual letters that are connected using devices and with practice the visual thinker will take a
real-world leap from a limited word-only way of thinking to an all-inclusive visual view of
their experiences and ideas, consequently crafting a visual narrative [7, 10, 12].
2.1.2 Visual narratives
Visual narratives offer visual thinkers a way to explore and reflect on their beliefs,
experiences, ideas and idea structures [11, 12]. This form of expression is important. Grudin,
J., & Pruitt, J. (2002) [12] and Pruitt, J., & Adlin, T. (2010) [13] believe stories are hardwired
into all humans i.e. we create, listen to and learn from stories. As with visual thinking our
ability to tell and share stories has been momentous. As discussed previously, early cave
drawings offer us a glimpse at early visual narratives where humans recorded their
experiences for others to see [4]. Similarly, Egyptian pharaohs commissioned expansive
hieroglyphs to visually share religious beliefs and historic events with their citizens [15].
More recently the Quaker Tapestry, based on the Bayeux Tapestry [16], depict Quakerism
from 17th century to the present day [17]. Such visual narratives offer us a glimpse into past
worlds. However, in the last 15 years technology has dramatically altered the way we share
our narratives. Narratives have become fragmented across different mass-media multimedia
channels and delivered via ever-changing technologies [14]. UCD practitioners aim to bring
together these narrative fragments to ensure the UCD goal is maintained whilst defining and
understanding the user and or product under development [11, 12, 14]. This allows for
articulation and preservation of a user’s view [32].
2.2 Actual physical distance
The role of physical distance within UCD is often discussed geographically e.g. remote user
research and evaluation or managing dispersed teams [18]. It rarely considers the ‘actual’
physical distance between a) the user (storyteller) engagement with the approach, and b) the
location in which visual narrative artefact is created. These issues can often result in a user
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narrative that is driven by the goal of the UCD practitioner and not the user. Traditionally,
UCD practitioners use qualitative methods, such as interviews, surveys and focus groups to
understand users, returning to the lab to develop visual narrative artefacts (proxies of the real
user [32]) such as low-to-medium fidelity sketches, personas, narrative scenarios and, more
recently, storyboards and comic strips. Though these visual narrative artefacts are descriptive
and widely accepted by the UCD community, their traditional development does not reduce
actual physical distance. Specifically Muller (2003) [32 p. 27] puts forward two questions,
“How can people speak for themselves if they are not even present? How can designers verify
their knowledge of the user if the users are not available to discuss their needs?”
Additionally Porter, J. (2010) [19 p. 1] suggests, as “the distance between the maker and user
increases, so does the difficulty of designing a great user experience”. Porter, J. (2010)
proposes that regular involved interaction between the UCD practitioner and user can reduce
actual physical distance but does not offer a support tool. To better support the reduction of
actual physical distance, from the perspective of visual narrative production, this work looks
towards participatory design.
2.3 Participatory design
Within participatory design (PD) the role of the UCD practitioner and the user blur and the
user becomes a critical component of the design process. The participant contributes their
ideas because they possess grassroots knowledge about specific experiences [2, 20, 21, 22]. In
the case of this work we wanted the participants to control their level of engagement and
creation of their visual narrative artefact thus reducing actual physical distance. To do this, we
believe a cultural probe [21, 22] that supports visual narrative engagement and creation could
be the answer.
2.3.1 Cultural probes
Cultural probes are extremely popular self-documentary tools within PD [20, 21] as they
provoke a highly visual approach, which as previously discussed are an inherent skill evident
within humans [20, 21]. Gaver, B. et, al. (1999) [20] used cultural probes to explore adult
users’ activities and attitudes concerning their wellbeing. The UCD practitioners interpreted
the cultural probes in order to extract observations of specific interest, transforming appearing
themes into visual (cartoon-like) narratives that were discussed with users. Though
descriptive and participatory, we believe actual physical distance has not been reduced due to
the different location in which the visual narrative artefact was created. A subsequent study
by Sustar, H. (2013) [24] explored visual narratives where teenage users were asked to
visualise, using a short storyboard, a typical situation of their daily life. Participants were
provided with information about storyboards and prompted with a range of different contexts
they could refer to. The teenage users created highly detailed scenarios that focused on
emotion, specifically drawing faces e.g. happy, sad, angry etc. This work placed visual
narrative artefact production on the side of the teenage users, reducing actual physical
distance, although we question if this form of visual narrative artefact production would be
successful with adult users due to their perceived visual illiteracy.
2.4 Visual illiteracy
It is evident that adult visual narrative production is often difficult, to those outside the
humanities, due to an inherent belief that visual thinking and production is something
practiced when young and is hard to achieve because drawing is difficult. Brown, S. (2014) [7
p. 5] recalls, “I’ve seen children of all ages ooze doodles and drawings onto paper as if they
were vines growing from their hands. They do this easily without prompting or training; it’s
as natural as walking and talking. Then, without warning –and worse, without adults
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generally noticing or caring –they seem to lose their visual language capacity as they
embrace numbers and letters. Out go their loose, easy sketches, and in come the supposedly
“real” tools, the power tools of numbers and words that will likely dominate their attention
for the rest of their lives.” To better support adult users to freely and confidently express their
visual narratives [35], on a similar level as children, teenagers and humanities practitioners
we put forward a cultural probe, hands-on adult visual narrative stimulus (tactile visual
library).

3

Development

3.1 Setting the scene
To develop the tactile visual library, a hands-on visual narrative stimulus that supports adult
visual narrative production, a community-based participatory approach was used [32, 33]. The
researchers approached a community centre (CC) in the United Kingdom to explore
information sharing between people and people and organisations as part of the everyday. The
CC provides resources and support for those who are unemployed and looking for
employment, and those who need to claim welfare payments through the UK government’s
on-line welfare system. A previously developed visual narrative tool, current experience
comic strips (CECS) [1], was used to elicit adult CC workers and CC users visual narratives
in an everyday information-sharing situation. It is widely believed that CECS can be easy to
interpret by the viewer and are also remarkably rich and expressive whilst having a very
standardised structure, which makes them a good tool for producing visual narratives and
sharing the everyday [1, 25, 26, 27, 28, 34]. Specifically the TVL and CECS were used to
explore the requirements for the local delivery of the centralised welfare service.
3.2 Tactile visual library
A tactile visual library (TVL) consisting of 46 elements, drawing on the fundamentals of
letters and devices [7, 10] and influenced by McCloud, S. (1993) [28] and Roam, D. (2009)
[29] due to reader simplicity and recent appeal to UCD practitioners [40], was developed. The
purpose of the TVL was to support adult CC workers and CC users to visualise their
community centre and information sharing experiences. Therefore, the TVL was designed in a
way that the CC workers and CC users could relate to. Specifically, initial on-site exploratory
work (observations and focus groups) within the community centre [38] identified common
physical objects e.g. computers, communication devices, catering (such as cups of tea and
pots of soup), official forms and modes of travel and non-physical objects e.g. email and
communication in the form of one-to-one and group discussion. The researchers developed
simple, viewer-friendly, colourless line illustrations that conveyed these objects. Additionally
blank emotionless faces to convey feelings, empty speech bubbles to allow thought to be
expressed and a local map to support modes of travel was also included [Figure 1].

Figure 1 Tactile visual library.
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3.3 Participatory sessions
Thirteen adult CC users (5 female and 3 male) and CC workers (5 female) took part in a user
experience storytelling session. The participants were asked to create a CECS that focused on
their identity, community centre experiences i.e. daily activities and interactions, and their
attitudes towards information sharing with a view to better understand the design
requirements for the local implementations of the on-line welfare system. The participants
were provided with a blank CECS [Figure 2] containing a series of prompts in either a request
for information ‘Who am I?’ or a question to answer ‘How did you feel when you arrived?’
together with the TVL. Participants were encouraged to refer to (copy) or use (cut out, alter,
embellish and stick) the TVL to their blank CECS. Participants could also use coloured pens
and markers, post-it notes, scissors and glue.

Figure 2 Blank current experience comic strips.
Two researchers observed the sessions, offering minimal guidance to participants as to how
they should complete the task or what was expected. At times the researchers assisted in
visual production at the request of participants specifically recording comments on post-it
notes or supporting illustration production. The sessions were not recorded nor notes taken.
Thus the data generated was the completed CECS and the researchers’ observations. This
made the process accessible for the CC workers and CC users and ensured they remained in
control of their level of engagement with the approach. For example, CC workers chose the
floor of their office [Figure 3 left] whilst CC users chose a table within the community centre
shared space that they often used [Figure 3 right].

Figure 3 (Left) CC worker visualisation space (Right) CC user visualisation space.
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The completed CECS were analysed inductively [30, 31]; the analysis was supported by
qualitative analysis software [http://www.atlasti.com] where 1039 visual instances were
identified and associated with 113 categories. The identified categories underwent a
consistency check with an independent coder to determine category reliability. A category
model based on the most important categories and visual instances was developed and used to
shape the narrative of the findings.

4

Findings

4.1 Icebreaker
The CC workers and CC users were initially asked to visualise themselves below the CECS
prompt, “Who am I?” The purpose of the prompt was to act as an icebreaker and was used to
welcome participants and warm up TVL engagement. The participants chose to visualise their
response in differing ways. CC workers interacted with the TVL, specifically cutting out
relevant illustrations, colouring them and including plain spotlight typography [Figure 4 left],
whilst CC users focused on plain typography using the TVL and or post-it notes to spotlight
important personal characteristics and or interests. For example, one CC user used plain
typography to list interests, e.g. gardening and Sudoku, but used a TVL element to depict a
love of cooking and drew beautifully, in a similar style to the TVL, a love for bird watching
[Figure 4 right]. Participants spent upwards of 10 minutes visualising and openly and
enthusiastically sharing with the researchers e.g. picking up their CECS and prompting the
researcher to admire their work.

Figure 4 (Left) CC worker response to “Who am I?” (Right) CC user response to “Who am
I?”
The style and level of TVL used at this early stage influenced the level of engagement
throughout the participatory session. Additionally the visual responses to the icebreaker
prompt revealed that TVL engagement is influenced by a) fellow participants, the level of
TVL engagement was positively influenced if a participant was positioned next to an actively
engaged participant, and b) gender, male participants were less likely to use the TVL
choosing to use colourful typography due to a perceived belief of visual illiteracy.
Furthermore the reduced physical distance between the female participants and the
participatory method also influenced the male participants’ visual production.
4.2 Use of the tactile visual library
To aid timing of the participatory sessions, some TVL elements were pre-cut from the TVL
sheet. Surprisingly, the participants that used the TVL chose to review the pre-cut TVL
elements and then cut them out themselves. The participants displayed different patterns of
participatory engagement, though the process was designed in such a way that participants
could engage in ways that felt most comfortable to them thus provoking greater participatory
engagement and reducing actual physical distance. For example, female participants used
more TVL elements than the males although there was one female participant who used
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typography with only one TVL element. Similarly, the CC workers used more TVL elements
than the CC users [Figure 5]. Two of the younger participants used all text with little
visualisation, as did one of the older participants. The most commonly used TVL elements
were blank faces. These were used in two ways to: 1) represent feelings by adding smiles or
frowns and 2) represent the participant (personal identifier). The other most commonly used
TVL elements were the stick figures, either seated together at a table or alone, and the group
of people. Though TVL engagement was high not all participants engaged with the TVL. A
male participant was reluctant to draw or use the TVL but chose to engage using plain
typography. He did request that the researchers produce a TVL element portrait to be attached
to his CECS. However, instead of using it in the CECS, he was so impressed with its likeness
that he took the personalised TVL element home.

Figure 5 (Left) CC worker completed CECS (Right) CC user completed CECS.

4.3 Visualising feelings
Two of the questions on the blank CECS asked participants to describe their feelings at the
beginning and the end of the day. CC workers and CC users took a similar approach
visualising more for Q2 ‘How did you feel when you arrived?’ using the TVL, than for Q5
‘How did you feel when you finished?’ CC users used more typography for Q5, using TVL
speech bubbles, focusing more on the positive aspects of the community centre. For example,
one CC worker wrote in the TVL speech bubble how she used to be scared when she first
started interacting with the community centre but now “loves coming here” and regards the
community centre as a very important part of the community. As a result CC user responses
within TVL speech bubbles or similar TVL-styled speech bubbles included “Gaining my
confidence back is my best bonus” and “I will always be grateful to the [community centre].
What kind and lovely people. I now feel that I can do anything now. Thanks [community
centre]”. Furthermore, CC users with a longer history with the community centre made more
supportive references to the community centre than newer users. The TVL blank emotionless
faces prompted participants to share their feelings, e.g. happy, sad, frustrated etc. Participants
also further verbalised these feelings by sticking completed speech bubbles next to their faces.
This prompt revealed the TVL allowed the participants to choose the level of emotional
engagement with the participatory approach.
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4.4 Professional identity
Information sharing is an important part of the everyday community centre experience.
Interestingly, Q3 ‘What information have you shared?’ received little use of the TVL,
participants’ favoured text with colourful typography. CC users interpreted “information” in
the broadest sense including recipes and comments about the weather [Figure 6 left] whilst
CC workers focused on CC users confidential information, indicating that there is
administrative and social information sharing at work [Figure 6 right]. Whilst the participants
minimally visualised this part of the CECS using the TVL, they used words in a particular
typography, e.g. using a mixture of typography, colours and shapes, to portray information
sharing, their explanation and feelings of safety. Two participants, one CC worker and one
CC user, did engage sparingly with the TVL, using the computer and form TVL elements and
a similarly TVL-styled book. These participants were the most committed TVL users, thus we
consider this prompted its use in Q3. This prompt revealed that TVL engagement is
influenced by the participant’s professional identity. CC workers are professionally trained in
data protection compliance and safeguarding CC users’ information, thus they had experience
with the prompt question. Whereas CC users’ experience was limited: it was not something
they actively considered, therefore they struggled to visualise it.

Figure 6. (Left) CC worker Q3 response (Right) CC user Q3 response.

5

Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to put forward an unobtrusive nonverbal visual narrative
stimulus (tactile visual library) that supports the reduction of actual physical distance between
a) the user (storyteller) engagement with the participatory approach, and b) location in which
visual narrative artefact is created. Although the completed CECS varied there was sufficient
adoption of the tactile visual library to support further exploration within UCD. From the
evidence presented in this paper we can observe that the CECS with its use of a TVL: 1)
provides an easy accessible approach that supports free and open exchange of thoughts,
opinions and feelings between participants and UCD practitioners thus reducing actual
physical distance; 2) supports visual production amongst participatory groups that often
struggle or refuse to visualize; 3) enables participants to more clearly communicate personal
feelings using imagery at a level they are comfortable with; 4) offers participants a way to
naturally situate themselves within an abstract concept when describing the everyday; 5)
permits participants and researchers to work together and create in close proximity on an
equal footing; and 6) provides participants with a greater locational ownership i.e. the visual
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narrative artefact production is initiated by the user (storyteller) ensuring the UCD
practitioner’s proxies of the user are more relatable thus reducing actual physical distance.
6
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